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Abstract

Previous studies have shown that older subjects have difficulties discriminating the
walking direction of point-light walkers. In two experiments, we investigated the
underlying cause in further detail. In Experiment 1, subjects had to discriminate
the walking direction of upright and inverted point-light walkers in a cloud of ran-
domly moving dots. In general, older subjects performed less accurate and showed
an increased inversion effect. Nevertheless, they were as good as young subjects
for upright walkers during training, in which no noise was added to the display.
These results indicate that older subjects are less able to extract relevant infor-
mation from noisy displays. In Experiment 2, subjects discriminated the walking
direction of scrambled walkers that primarily contained local motion information,
random-position walkers that primarily contained global form information, and nor-
mal point-light walkers that contained both kinds of information. Both age groups
performed at chance when no global form information was present in the display
but were equally accurate for walkers that only contained global form information.
However, when both local motion and global form information were present in the
display, older subjects showed decreased performance. Older subjects again exhib-
ited an increased inversion effect. These results indicate that both older and younger
subjects rely more on global form than local motion to discriminate the direction
of point-light walkers. Also, older subjects seem to have difficulties integrating form
and motion information as efficiently as younger subjects.
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Introduction1

Aging diminishes performance in a variety of visual domains including ob-2

ject recognition (Boutet and Faubert, 2006; Kessels et al., 2007), colour vision3

(Fiorentini et al., 1996), and binocular integration (Alvarez et al., 2006). But4

perhaps the best-studied age-related deficits are in motion perception (Ander-5

sen and Ni, 2008; Atchley and Andersen, 1998; Bennett et al., 2007; Gilmore6

et al., 1992; Norman et al., 2003; Snowden and Kavanagh, 2006; Trick and7

Silverman, 1991). For example, previous researchers have found age-related8

deficits in direction and speed discrimination (Atchley and Andersen, 1998;9

Bennett et al., 2007; Gilmore et al., 1992; Norman et al., 2003; Snowden and10

Kavanagh, 2006; Trick and Silverman, 1991), collision detection (Andersen11

et al., 2000; Andersen and Enriquez, 2006), shape from motion (Blake et al.,12

2008; Norman et al., 2000, 2004a, 2006, 2008; Wist et al., 2000) and second-13

order motion perception (Habak and Faubert, 2000). The current study ex-14

tends research within the domain of motion perception to determine whether15

similar effects of aging occur for high-level motion tasks using biologically16

relevant motion stimuli, specifically point-light walkers.17

Point-light walkers are useful stimuli for studying motion because their local18

elements have properties that are similar to random dot stimuli used in most19

of the studies mentioned above, but, in addition, they have a high-level inter-20

pretation of a moving person that is achieved by grouping the local elements21

into a global form. Biological motion perception was first demonstrated by22

Johansson (1973). He attached point-lights to the joints of a moving person23

and showed that those were enough to perceive the human figure. Later em-24

pirical studies demonstrated that such point-light display convey information25

about sex (Kozlowski and Cutting, 1977), identity (Cutting and Kozlowski,26

1977), and emotional state (Dittrich et al., 1996; Roether et al., 2008). It is27

also possible to identify the actions performed by point-light walkers (Vanrie28

and Verfaillie, 2004). Local motion information seems to be indispensable to29

perceive those characteristic attributes of a walker or its performed actions,30

and it has been assumed that point-light walkers are primarily analyzed using31

its local motion characteristics (Mather et al., 1992). But more recently it has32

been shown it is still possible to perceive biological motion when the walker33

is presented in a cloud of random dots that mask the local image motion of34

the walker (Bertenthal and Pinto, 1994), and even in the absence of local im-35

age motion, observers can readily recognize biological motion from point-light36

displays (Beintema and Lappe, 2002). These results indicate that both local37

motion and the global form of the walker are important to recognize biological38

motion.39

Two previous studies have shown that the perception of point-light walkers is40

impaired in some way in older subjects (Billino et al., 2008; Norman et al.,41
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2004b). Norman et al. (2004b) studied subjects’ performance for recognizing42

apparent motion displays of point-light walkers that were walking, jogging,43

or skipping. Older subjects were significantly impaired for walkers that were44

presented for a short stimulus duration and stimuli that were partly occluded.45

In another study, Billino et al. (2008) showed that older subjects were less able46

to detect walkers that were presented in a cloud of randomly moving dots with47

limited life time. Although the studies by Billino et al. and Norman et al. both48

demonstrated that older subjects have greater difficulty perceiving point-light49

walkers, the question remains as to what kind of mechanisms produce the age-50

related deficits. The question is especially intriguing given that the effect of51

aging on the perception of point-light walkers is small compared to the effects52

of aging on other motion perception tasks, especially low-level motion percep-53

tion (Billino et al., 2008). Therefore, investigating the mechanisms underlying54

age-related decline in biological motion perception might shed light on the55

general mechanisms underlying motion perception in the aging brain.56

One possible explanation of the age difference in the perception of point-light57

walkers is that older subjects are less able to encode the local motion prop-58

erties of the walker. This hypothesis is consistent with psychophysical studies59

showing age-related deficits in low-level motion perception (Bennett et al.,60

2007; Gilmore et al., 1992; Snowden and Kavanagh, 2006; Trick and Silver-61

man, 1991), and with physiological studies showing age-related reductions in62

the speed selectivity of MT neurons (Yang et al., 2009) and/or changes in the63

response properties of V1 and V2 neurons (Leventhal et al., 2003; Schmolesky64

et al., 2000; Yu et al., 2006) that project to MT. Another possibility is that65

older subjects are less able to group the local elements of the walker into66

a coherent global form. It has been shown, for example, that older subjects67

are sometimes less able to integrate information across space (Andersen and68

Ni, 2008; Del Viva and Agostini, 2007; Roudaia et al., 2008, 2009; Salthouse,69

1987). Therefore, older subjects might be impaired in processing walkers be-70

cause they are less able to perceive the global form of the walker. Of course,71

deficits in both local and global processing could contribute to impaired per-72

ception of biological movements.73

The two experiments described here examined the contributions of local and74

global deficits to the age-related decline in in the perception of point-light75

walkers. In both experiments subjects had to judge the walking direction of76

point-light walkers. In Experiment 1, walkers were presented in a random noise77

mask similar to the one used by Billino et al. (2008). In Experiment 2, walkers78

were presented without noise. To investigate whether older and younger sub-79

jects rely on different sources of information to estimate the direction of point-80

light walkers, we used three different kinds of walkers: normal walkers, which81

contain both local motion and global form information; scrambled walkers82

which lack global form information; and random-position walker, which lack83

local motion information. It has been suggested that stimulus inversion alters84
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the processing of global form for the recognition of biological motion (Pavlova85

and Sokolov, 2000; Sumi, 1984; Troje and Westhoff, 2006), and therefore both86

experiments measured performance with upright and inverted walkers.87

Experiment 188

In Experiment 1, subjects discriminated the walking direction of point-light89

walkers presented in a dynamic random-noise mask. Billino et al. (2008)90

demonstrated an age-related decline in detecting point-light walkers presented91

for 400 ms. However, Norman et al. (2004b), who investigated discrimination92

performance for occluded walkers, found that older subjects’ performance in-93

creased with longer stimulus durations. Therefore, Experiment 1 included a94

large range of durations (0.8 - 3.2 s), and examined the extent to which the95

presentation time of the walker differentially affected the perception of biolog-96

ical motion in younger and older subjects. It has been suggested that stimulus97

inversion alters the processing of global form, or spatial relations among fea-98

tures, for both face recognition (Maurer et al., 2002; Tanaka and Farah, 1991;99

but see Gaspar et al., 2008a; Sekuler et al., 2004) and the recognition of bio-100

logical motion (Pavlova and Sokolov, 2000; Sumi, 1984; Troje and Westhoff,101

2006). If this hypothesis is correct, and if older and younger subjects differ102

in the extent to which they rely on global form to discriminate the direction103

of point-light walkers, then we would expect stimulus inversion to affect per-104

formance differently in older and younger subjects. Therefore, Experiment 1105

measured direction discrimination with both upright and inverted point-light106

walkers.107

Previous studies have shown that older women have higher motion thresholds108

than older men and younger adults (Gilmore et al., 1992; Trick and Silverman,109

1991) and are less sensitive to motion information involving optic flow (An-110

dersen and Atchley, 1995; Atchley and Andersen, 1998). This age-related sex111

difference has not be addressed previously in the context of biological motion,112

and therefore we included sex as a variable in the current study.113

Methods114

Subjects115

Twelve younger subjects (M = 21.9 years; Range = 18− 28; six male) and 12116

older subjects (M = 71.0 years; Range = 61 − 78; six male) took part in the117

experiment. All subjects were näıve as to the purpose of the experiment, and118

all had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. A general health question-119
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naire was administered prior to testing, and none of the subjects reported hav-120

ing any visual disorders or major health problems. All subjects had visited an121

ophthalmologist or an optometrist within the past three years and were free of122

glaucoma, strabismus, amblyopia, macular degeneration, and cataracts. None123

of the subjects was aphakic. Older subjects also completed the Mini-Mental124

State Examination (Folstein et al., 1975) to assess their cognitive abilities. All125

scores were within the normal ranges for subjects age and education levels126

Crum et al. (1993). Subjects were paid $10/h for their participation in the127

experiment.128

Stimuli129

Point-light walker stimuli were generated using a modified version of Cutting’s130

classic point-light walker algorithm (Cutting, 1978; Thornton et al., 1998,131

2003). The walker did not translate across the screen, but rather appeared132

to walk in place as if on a treadmill. The animated walker consisted of 11133

dots that simulated points on the head, near the shoulder, both elbows, both134

wrists, the hip, both knees and both ankles. To increase task difficulty, the135

walker was occluded by a mask that consisted of 44 dots whose positions varied136

randomly on each frame. Walker and mask dots were identical in size and137

contrast, and could be discriminated from one another only by their motion138

characteristics. The walker figure subtended 1.9◦× 4.2◦. The position of the139

walker was randomized within the noise mask so that the walker was displaced140

by up to 0.75◦ visual angle in any direction from the middle. In addition,141

the starting point of the stride cycle was chosen randomly on every trial.142

This randomization procedure prevented subjects from recognizing the walker143

simply from the starting position on the screen or from a specific animation144

frame. Walkers were presented at a frame rate of 25 fps, and a complete stride145

cycle was achieved after 40 frames, or 1.6 s.146

Apparatus147

The experiment was conducted on a Macintosh G4 computer (OSX) under the148

control of the Video and Psych ToolBox extensions for MATLAB (Brainard,149

1997; Pelli, 1997). Stimuli were presented on a 19 in Apple Studio Display150

(model M6204), with a resolution of 1024 × 864 pixels and a refresh rate of151

75 Hz.152

Procedure153

Each subject was seated in a darkened room, and viewed the stimuli binocu-154

larly with a chin/forehead rest stabilizing the subject’s head at a distance of155

60 cm from the screen. On each experimental trial, subjects saw a side-view156
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of a point light walker presented in a cloud of 44 noise dots. The walker’s di-157

rection of motion was either rightward or leftward, and the walker was either158

presented upright or inverted. Stimulus duration was 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 or 80159

frames (0.08 - 3.2 s). Each subject performed 20 trials per stimulus duration,160

resulting in a total of 280 trials. All conditions (2 orientations × 7 durations)161

were randomly intermixed for each subject. On each trial, subjects had to162

decide whether the walker was walking towards their left or right by pressing163

a button on a standard computer keyboard. Prior to the start of the main164

experiment, each subject completed two blocks – one for upright point-light165

walkers and another for inverted – of 20 practice trials for stimuli presented166

without noise dots for 40 frames.167

Results168

Figure 1 shows response accuracy for older and younger subjects at all stimulus169

durations for upright and inverted walkers. An analysis of variance (ANOVA)170

on arcsin-transformed data showed that, across all conditions, older subjects171

performed considerably worse than younger subjects (F (1, 20) = 109.97, p <172

0.001). In addition, both age groups exhibited a clear inversion effect: re-173

sponse accuracy was significantly greater for upright than inverted walkers174

(F (1, 20) = 34.13, p < 0.001). There also was a main effect of stimulus du-175

ration (F (6, 120) = 107.24, p < 0.001) – both older and younger subjects176

performed better at longer presentation times. An age × stimulus duration177

interaction showed that accuracy increased more slowly with increasing stim-178

ulus duration in older than younger subjects (F (6, 120) = 12.64, p < 0.001).179

The analysis also revealed an age × stimulus orientation × stimulus duration180

interaction (F (6, 120) = 2.39, p < 0.05): for younger subjects, the difference181

between accuracy in the upright and inverted conditions decreased as stim-182

ulus duration increased, but in older subjects the upright-inverted difference183

actually increased at longer stimulus durations. This three-way interaction is184

due to i) a floor effect on the performance of older subjects in the inverted185

condition at short durations; and ii) a ceiling effect on the performance of186

younger subjects in the upright condition at long durations.187

Figure 2, which plots results from male and female subjects separately, indi-188

cates that older females performed significantly worse than older males at189

longer stimulus durations, whereas younger females performed worse than190

younger males at shorter stimulus durations. Also, the effect of stimulus du-191

ration was significantly smaller in older female subjects. These observations192

were confirmed by an ANOVA, which found a significant three-way interac-193

tion between age, stimulus duration, and sex (F (6, 120) = 3.37, p < 0.01).194

The effect of noise on performance is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows ac-195

curacy obtained by older and younger subjects with stimulus durations of 40196
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Fig. 1. Response accuracy from Experiment 1 for older and younger subjects at all
stimulus durations for upright and inverted walkers. Error bars represent standard
errors from the mean (SEM).

frames in the practice and experimental blocks, which used stimuli with and197

without noise, respectively. An ANOVA on arcsin-transformed data revealed198

significant main effects of stimulus orientation (F (1, 20) = 20.19, p < 0.001)199

and age (F (1, 20) = 41.08, p < 0.001), indicating that performance in both200

age groups was better with upright than inverted walkers, and that perfor-201

mance was worse in older subjects than younger subjects. However, there also202

was a significant age × noise interaction (F (1, 20) = 9.65, p < 0.001), which203

reflected the fact that the difference between age groups was greater in con-204

ditions that used noise. An age × stimulus orientation interaction was only205

marginally significant (F (1, 20) = 3.77, p = 0.066).206

Discussion207

The results of the current experiment replicate previous reports that older sub-208

jects are less able to discriminate the walking direction of point-light walkers209

presented in noise (Billino et al., 2008). As shown by Norman et al. (2004b)210

with occluded walkers, the difference between age groups decreased at long211

stimulus durations. Nevertheless, unlike the experiment by Norman et al.212

(2004b), older subjects never reached the same performance level as younger213

subjects in the current experiments: older subjects – particularly older females214

– were significantly worse than younger subjects even at the longest stimulus215

durations tested. The fact that the upper asymptote of performance was lower216

in older subjects implies that the observed age differences in performance are217

not due entirely to slower processing by the senescent visual system (Salthouse,218
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Fig. 2. Response accuracy from Experiment 1 for female and male older and younger
subjects at all stimulus durations for upright walkers (left) and inverted walkers
(right). Error bars represent SEM.

1996).219

We found that the effect of age was increased for inverted walkers. Inversion is220

thought to disrupt the perception of the global form of a walker (Pavlova and221

Sokolov, 2000; Sumi, 1984; Troje and Westhoff, 2006). If inversion specifically222
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Fig. 3. Response accuracy from Experiment 1 for older and younger subjects for
upright and inverted walkers at 40 frames during practice (without noise) and ex-
perimental blocks (with noise). Error bars represent ±1 SEM.

impairs the perception of the global stimulus configuration, then the observa-223

tion that the inversion effect was greater in older subjects might indicate that224

older subjects rely more on the global form of an upright walker to discrimi-225

nate its walking direction. However, some have argued that effects of stimulus226

inversion may not be due to a specific effect of configural processing, or the227

perception of global form, but rather reflects the effects of familiarity or learn-228

ing on the efficiency with which viewers encode global and local aspects of229

upright and inverted stimuli (Sekuler et al., 2004; Gaspar et al., 2008b). Such230

experience-based effects might be more pronounced in older subjects because231

they have greater experience with upright walkers.232

Interestingly, performance in both age groups was similar for walkers presented233

for an extended duration without noise during training. Whereas younger sub-234

jects did not seem to be affected by noise at a stimulus duration of 40 frames,235

older subjects performance decreased significantly when noise was added to236

the display. The effect of noise on on the perception of point-light walkers for237

older subjects indicates that older subjects have more difficulties extracting238

relevant information from noisy displays, a point that we return to in the239

General Discussion. Like previous studies on low-level motion perception, we240

found an age-related effect of sex (Atchley and Andersen, 1998; Snowden and241

Kavanagh, 2006; Gilmore et al., 1992): Female subjects showed a bigger de-242
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cline in the perception of point-light walkers than male subjects. So far, there243

is no clear explanation for such a sex difference in older subjects, but given the244

variety of other tasks that show sex differences in visual motion perception245

(Andersen and Atchley, 1995; Atchley and Andersen, 1998; Gilmore et al.,246

1992; Trick and Silverman, 1991), older women in general seem to be more247

affected by visual decline in the motion pathway.248

Experiment 2249

Experiment 1 found that older subjects had greater difficulty discriminating250

the walking direction of point-light walkers in noise, especially when the walk-251

ers were inverted. In Experiment 2 we investigated whether this age difference252

was caused by older and younger subjects relying on different sources of infor-253

mation to estimate the direction of point-light walkers. Therefore, in addition254

to the normal point-light walker used in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 also used255

scrambled walkers and random-position walkers.256

Scrambled walkers have the same local motion information as normal walkers,257

but their global form is obscured by randomly changing the position of the258

walkers’ dots at the beginning of a walk sequence. It has been suggested that259

the local motion information of individual dots provides enough information260

to correctly identify the walking direction of an upright walker (Troje and261

Westhoff, 2006). In contrast, random-position walkers (Beintema and Lappe,262

2002) – in which the position of dots change on each frame, but always remain263

on the body frame – do not contain coherent local dot motion, but do preserve264

global form information. If older subjects have more difficulties discriminating265

the walking direction for random-position walkers than younger subjects, it266

would suggest that older subjects rely more on local motion information for267

processing point-light walkers. If, however, older subjects are less able to dis-268

criminate the walking direction for scrambled walkers, it would suggest that269

older subjects rely more on global form information. Given the large effect of270

noise on older subjects’ performance, as indicated by comparing practice and271

test trials in Experiment 1, here we decided to investigate performance in the272

absence of noise to ensure that local and global manipulations would not be273

confounded by age-related difficulties in processing stimuli embedded in noise.274
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Methods275

Subjects276

Twelve younger subjects (M = 23 years; Range = 19 − 29; six male) and277

12 older subjects (M = 69.6 years; Range = 66 − 75; six male) took part in278

the experiment. All subjects were näıve as to the purpose of the experiment.279

As in Experiment 1, subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acu-280

ity, all subjects were free of eye pathologies, and all subjects were paid $10/h281

for their participation. All subjects had visited an ophthalmologist or an op-282

tometrist within the past three years and reported that they had no known283

visual problems.284

Stimuli285

The stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment 1, with the following286

modifications. In the scrambled-walker condition, the starting vertical posi-287

tions of the walker’s dots were randomly selected along the vertical axis of288

the display so that the local dot motion, but not the underlying skeleton,289

was preserved. In the random-position condition, the dots were presented at290

random positions along the limbs of the walker so that the underlying skele-291

ton was preserved, but not the local dot motion. The possible positions of292

the points on the walker’s skeleton were distributed uniformly across the 10293

body segments, with each segment defined by the line connecting the joints.294

The segments corresponded to the neck, the body, and left and right upper295

arm, lower arm, upper leg and lower leg. The dots were randomly repositioned296

on their corresponding segments on each frame (Beintema and Lappe, 2002).297

Finally, unlike Experiment 1, all walkers were presented without noise.298

Apparatus299

The experiment was conducted on a Macintosh G5 computer (OSX) under the300

control of the Video and Psych ToolBox extensions for MATLAB (Brainard,301

1997; Pelli, 1997). Stimuli were presented on a 19 in Sony GDM-C520 monitor,302

with the same resolution and refresh rate as used in Experiment 1.303

Procedure304

Subjects discriminated the walking direction of each point-light walker. Be-305

fore the start of the experiment, all subjects completed six blocks of four306

practice trials in the following order: upright normal walker; inverted normal307

walker; upright random-position walker; inverted random-position walker; up-308
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right scrambled walker; and inverted scrambled walker. In the main exper-309

iment, the type of point-light walker (i.e., normal, scrambled, and random-310

position) was blocked, and the order of the blocks was randomized across311

subjects. At the beginning of each block, subjects performed an additional set312

of eight practice trials (four with upright and four with inverted stimuli) with313

the type of walker for that block. On all practice trials, walkers were presented314

for 40 frames. In each block of experimental trials, walkers were presented at315

stimulus durations of 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 and 120 frames (frame rate = 25 fps,316

0.08-4.8 s). In each block, stimulus orientation and duration were randomized317

across trials. Each subject performed 8 trials per stimulus duration, resulting318

in a total of 336 trials.319

Results320

Figure 4 shows response accuracy, for older and younger subjects, for each type321

of upright and inverted walkers at all stimulus durations. Arcsin-transformed322

data were analyzed initially with a 3 (walker type) × 2 (age) × 2 (sex) × 2323

(orientation) × 7 (duration) ANOVA. The main effect of sex was not signifi-324

cant nor did it interact with any other variable, and therefore sex was dropped325

from subsequent analyses. A 3 (walker type) × 2 (age) × 2 (orientation) × 7326

(duration) ANOVA showed that the two-way interactions between walker type327

and orientation (F (2, 40) = 5.83, p < 0.01), age (F (2, 40) = 3.58, p < 0.05),328

and duration (F (12, 240) = 3.99, p < 0.001) were all significant, and therefore329

data collected with each type of walker were analyzed with separate 2 (age)330

× 2 (orientation) × 7 (duration) ANOVAs.331

In the scrambled walker condition, response accuracy was near chance levels332

in all conditions and none of the main effects or interactions were significant.333

With random-position walkers, there were significant main effects of stim-334

ulus orientation (F (1, 22) = 19.04, p < 0.001) and duration (F (6, 132) =335

31.52, p < 0.001), but the effect of age was not significant (F (1, 22) = 1.88,336

p = 0.18), nor did it interact with any other variable. In the normal walker337

condition, there was a significant age × orientation × duration interaction338

(F (6, 132) = 2.88, p < 0.05), and therefore data obtained with upright and339

inverted stimuli were analyzed separately. The ANOVA for inverted normal340

walkers revealed significant main effects of age (F (1, 22) = 5.85, p < 0.05) and341

duration (F (6, 132) = 3.36, p < 0.01); the age × duration interaction was not342

significant (F (6, 132) = 1.04, p = 0.40). The ANOVA for upright normal walk-343

ers found a significant main effect of duration (F (6, 132) = 9.59, p < 0.001)344

and a significant age × duration interaction (F (6, 132) = 2.36, p < 0.05);345

the main effect of age was not significant (F (1, 22) = 1.33, p = 0.26). The346

interaction between age and duration reflects the fact that older subjects had347

lower accuracy than younger subjects at the two shortest stimulus durations,348
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but not at the other durations.349

In summary, significant differences between older and younger subjects were350

obtained only with with upright normal walkers at short stimulus durations351

and with inverted normal walkers across a wide range of stimulus durations.352

In Figure 5 the difference between accuracy measured with normal walkers in353

Experiments 1 and 2 is plotted as a function of stimulus duration. Experiment354

1 used noise but Experiment 2 did not, so Figure 5 can be interpreted as355

showing the effect of noise on response accuracy. The figure clearly shows that,356

in both age groups, the effect of noise on response accuracy was strongest at357

short stimulus durations and declined at longer durations. However, the decline358

was less pronounced in older subjects, who were affected significantly by the359

presence of noise even at the longest stimulus durations. Hence, noise had a360

much greater effect on performance in older than younger subjects at stimulus361

durations longer than 2-5 frames (i.e., 80− 200 ms). At a stimulus duration362

of 40 frames (i.e., 1.6 s), for example, noise had no effect on response accuracy363

in younger subjects but reduced accuracy in older subjects by more than 15%,364

a result that is similar to the one shown in Figure 3.365

Discussion366

Experiment 2 found significant age differences only with normal walkers: Older367

subjects had more difficulties than younger subjects discriminating inverted368

normal walkers, and upright normal walkers at short stimulus durations. There369

were no age differences in the condition that used random-position walkers,370

in which both age groups performed well above chance with both upright371

and inverted walkers, or in the scrambled walker condition, in which both372

age groups performed at chance. A comparison of response accuracy obtained373

with normal walkers in Experiments 1 and 2 indicated that older subjects were374

affected much more than younger subjects by the presence of stimulus noise,375

especially at longer stimulus durations (Figure 5). Unlike Experiment 1, the376

current Experiment did not find evidence of sex differences in older subjects.377

In both age groups, performance for both normal and random-position walkers378

was above chance at all stimulus durations, whereas performance for scram-379

bled walkers was near chance at all stimulus durations. Scrambled-walkers380

preserve local motion information, but disrupt global form, and therefore the381

near-chance performance of both age groups in that condition suggests that382

local information on its own is insufficient for discriminating direction. The383

very poor performance obtained with scrambled walkers contrasts with pre-384

vious studies that reported above-chance performance for discriminating the385

direction of such stimuli (Troje and Westhoff, 2006). This difference between386
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Fig. 4. Response accuracy for older and younger subjects for upright (solid lines)
and inverted (dashed lines) normal (top), random-position (middle), and scrambled
(bottom) walkers at various stimulus durations. Error bars represent ±1 SEM.

results might be due to the use of different specific examples of walkers used387

in the two experiments: the walkers used in the current experiments sim-388

ply might have less pronounced local motion information and therefore, some389

form information is needed to be able to discriminate their walking direction390

(Saunders et al., 2007). Regardless, the present result does cast doubt on the391
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Fig. 5. The difference between response accuracy measured in Experiment 1 and
2 with normal walkers. The stimuli used in Experiment 1, but not Experiment 2,
were embedded in noise, so the difference represents the effect of noise on direction
discrimination accuracy. The conditions that used stimulus durations of 30 frames
(in Experiment 1) and 120 frames (in Experiment 2) were not included in both
experiments and therefore are not shown in the figure.

generalizability of results from the scrambled walking paradigm.392

The fact that there was no difference between age groups for random-position393

walkers, and accuracy was very high for both age groups, suggests that form in-394

formation alone is sufficient to discriminate the walking direction of point-light395

walkers. The fact that older subjects performed worse in certain conditions396

with normal walkers, suggests that older subjects are less able to integrate397

form and motion information. Random-position walkers are mainly discrim-398

inable on the basis of global form information, whereas for normal walkers,399

subjects need to be able to integrate form and motion information to perceive400

the walker as a whole. Older subjects were significantly worse than younger401

subjects at discriminating upright walkers at short stimulus durations, which402

indicates that they require more time to integrate form and motion informa-403

tion than younger subjects.404

As in Experiment 1, the inversion effect (with normal walkers) was larger in405

older subjects. Previous studies have linked inversion effects to the disruption406

of the stimulus configuration during inversion (Pavlova and Sokolov, 2000;407

Sumi, 1984; Troje and Westhoff, 2006). Nevertheless, the fact that the in-408

creased inversion effect for older subjects is found only with normal walkers,409

and not random-position walkers, makes it unlikely that the increased inver-410

sion effect is due to a general disruption of the form or stimulus configuration411
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of the walker. Rather, older subjects seem to have more difficulties processing412

the additional motion information that is present in the normal walker. An413

increased familiarity for upright walkers might help older subjects to com-414

pensate for difficulties integrating form and motion information for upright415

walkers that are presented for an extended period of time, indicated by the416

fact that the age difference disappears at longer stimulus duration for upright417

normal walkers.418

Unlike Experiment 1, the current Experiment did not find sex differences.419

One possible explanation could be that older women are more affected by420

noise present in the stimulus and needs to be investigated in further detail.421

General Discussion422

In two experiments we compared older and younger subjects’ accuracy for dis-423

criminating the walking direction of upright and inverted point-light walkers424

at different stimulus durations. Experiment 1, which used walkers embedded425

in noise, found that younger subjects were more accurate than older subjects426

across stimulus durations ranging from 0.8 to 3.2 s, and that the effect of427

stimulus inversion was larger for older subjects. However, we did not find age428

differences on practice trials, which did not contain noise and had a stimulus429

duration of 1.6 s (i.e., 40 frames). Experiment 2 used three kinds of walkers430

displayed without noise: normal walkers that contained both local motion and431

global form information, random-position walkers that preserve global form432

information but disrupt local motion information, and scrambled-walkers that433

preserve local motion information but disrupt global form. Older subjects were434

as good as younger subjects at discriminating the walking direction of random-435

position walkers, but showed decreased performance for upright normal walk-436

ers at shorter stimulus durations and inverted normal walkers. A comparison437

between performance in Experiments 1 and 2 for normal walkers again found438

that older subjects were more affected by noise than younger subjects. Both439

age groups performed at chance for scrambled walkers at all stimulus dura-440

tions. Overall, the results from the two experiments indicate that: a) older441

subjects have difficulties extracting relevant information from noisy environ-442

ments; and b) Older subjects are less efficient at integration form and motion443

information than younger subjects.444

Although in Experiment 1 older subjects generally had greater difficulty dis-445

criminating point-light walkers than younger subjects, the age difference can-446

not be attributed to some general inability on the part of older subjects to447

perceive point-light walkers per se, because there was no age difference on448

practice trials that did not use noise (Figure 3). Therefore, it rather seems as449

if older subjects were less able to extract relevant information from the stim-450
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ulus display when the walkers were presented in a random noise mask. These451

results were confirmed by comparing data from Experiment 1 and Experiment452

2. The effect of noise was significantly higher for older subjects and, even at453

longer stimulus durations, older subjects never reached the performance level454

of younger subjects when the walkers were presented in noise. This result is455

consistent with Billino et al. (2008), who showed that older subjects needed456

a higher signal-to-noise ratio to detect point-light walkers embedded in a ran-457

dom noise mask. Other studies also have reported that older subjects are less458

able to extract information from noisy displays. For example, previous studies459

on the perception of shape from motion have shown that older subjects are460

impaired in discriminating 3D shapes using motion cues and motion paral-461

lax in the presence of noise that was defined as limited lifetime of the points462

forming the stimulus (Norman et al., 2000, 2004a). In addition, older subjects463

have difficulties extracting relevant information from cluttered scenes in ev-464

eryday situations such as driving (Kline et al., 1992), during visual search,465

older subjects seem to be impaired in discriminating relevant targets from466

distractors as efficiently as younger subjects (Plude and Hoyer, 1986; Plude467

and Doussard-Roosevelt, 1989; Sekuler and Ball, 1986; Rabbitt, 1965), and468

experiments testing the useful field of view showed that older subjects seem469

to be impaired in conditions involving divided attention (Sekuler et al., 2000;470

Richards et al., 2006).471

The failure to find an age difference with normal walkers presented without472

noise at longer stimulus durations is especially intriguing given older subjects’473

reduced ability to detect and discriminate low-level visual motion (Atchley474

and Andersen, 1998; Bennett et al., 2007; Billino et al., 2008; Gilmore et al.,475

1992; Snowden and Kavanagh, 2006; Trick and Silverman, 1991). Point-light476

walkers share some of the characteristics of random-dot kinematograms, which477

have been used to study age-related changes in low-level motion perception.478

However, unlike random-dot kinematograms, the local elements of point-light479

walkers can be grouped and organized to form the percept of a single moving480

object (i.e., a walking person). This high-level interpretation of the stimulus481

might help older subjects to perform the task. Of course, the lack of an age482

difference for walkers presented without noise in Experiment 1, and in Exper-483

iment 2 for upright walkers presented at extended stimulus durations, could484

simply reflect the fact that the task is easier than previous studies investigat-485

ing low-level motion perception in aging. Accuracy for normal and random-486

position walkers in Experiment 2 was close to 100%, whereas in the studies487

mentioned above response accuracy was much lower. Interestingly, though,488

the inversion effect was still significantly larger in older subjects for normal489

walkers even when no noise was presented in the display (Figure 4) which490

supports the idea that older subjects rely more on high-level information to491

discriminate the walking direction of point-light walkers.492

A comparison of Figures 3 and 4, suggests that the inversion effect for stimuli493
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without noise is bigger for a stimulus duration of 40 frames in Experiment 1494

than in Experiment 2. This accuracy difference may have two explanations.495

First, Figure 3 shows response accuracy for only 10 practice trials in which496

subjects saw inverted point-light walkers for the first time, whereas Figure 4497

shows response accuracy for inverted walkers presented after an initial prac-498

tice phase. It has to be noted, as well, that subjects in Figure 4 had been499

exposed to a lot more trials of various different stimulus durations. Therefore,500

differences in learning, or the familiarity of inverted point-light walkers, might501

have contributed to the different levels of performance obtained with inverted502

walkers in Experiments 1 and 2. Second, between-subject variability was much503

greater in older subjects than younger subjects.504

It has been suggested that neurophysiological changes in lower level visual ar-505

eas are responsible for the decline in processing low-level visual motion stimuli506

(Blake et al., 2008; Bennett et al., 2007). For example, lower level visual ar-507

eas such as V1 and MT show increased levels of noise and decreased levels of508

inhibitory neurotransmitters in senescent monkeys and cats (Hua et al., 2008;509

Leventhal et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2008; Schmolesky et al., 2000; Yang et al.,510

2008, 2009; Yu et al., 2006). Those functional changes might be responsible511

for older subjects’ decreased ability to perceive and process low-level motion512

stimuli. However, higher-level dynamic stimuli such as point-light walkers also513

engage areas that are not necessarily involved in the processing of lower-level514

visual motion stimuli, such as the superior temporal sulcus (Grossman and515

Blake, 2001, 2002; Grossman et al., 2004). Therefore, one reason for older516

subjects’ ability to process high-level visual motion stimuli as efficiently as517

younger subjects might be that higher-level visual areas like STS are less af-518

fected by age-related changes.519

A recent theory described by Giese and Poggio (2003) is relevant here: Giese520

and Poggio (2003) proposed that the dorsal motion pathway processes bio-521

logical motion by analyzing optic-flow patterns, whereas the ventral pathway522

processes biological motion by analyzing sequences of “snapshots” of body523

shapes. Information from both pathways might be integrated into a single524

percept, perhaps in area STS. Their hypothesis is supported by a variety525

of psychophysical and brain imaging studies in normal young adults (e.g.,526

Grossman and Blake (2002); Cutting et al. (1988)), and by studies showing527

that patients with lesions in the dorsal pathway are able to process biological528

motion stimuli (McLeod et al., 1996; Vaina et al., 1990). The Giese and Pog-529

gio framework also may provide an explanation for the small age difference530

found with walkers presented without noise: Specifically, older subjects might531

be able to compensate for loss or changes in lower-level motion processing by532

relying primarily on ventral areas when processing higher-level motion stim-533

uli. In other words, older subjects may compensate for changes in low-level534

mechanisms by using information conveyed by different neural networks. This535

hypothesis is consistent with previous neuroimaging studies showing that, for536
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example, the neural systems correlated with spatial frequency discrimination537

differ for younger versus older subjects (Bennett et al., 2001). Therefore, it538

is plausible to suggest that processing of higher-level visual stimuli, such as539

point-light walkers, may engage different neural networks in older and younger540

subjects. In the case of lower-level visual motion stimuli, such as apparent541

motion and/or random dot kinematograms, which do not necessarily allow542

higher-level cognitive interpretations, older adults might have to solely rely543

on the processing capacities of lower-level visual areas and hence, show larger544

processing deficits for those kinds of stimuli.545

Results from Experiment 2 support the hypothesis that global form informa-546

tion is sufficient for both age groups to discriminate the walking direction547

of point-light walkers. Both age groups performed equally well for random-548

position walkers. Nevertheless, even in the absence of noise, an age difference549

for normal walkers was still preserved at certain stimulus conditions. Random-550

position walkers primarily contain information about the global form of the551

walker whereas normal walkers contain both local motion and global form552

information.553

Therefore, the age difference for processing normal walkers might indicate554

age-related difficulties integrating form and motion information into a sin-555

gle percept. It seems as if older subjects need more time to process normal556

walkers, because the age-difference is most prominent for short stimulus dura-557

tions. In addition, older subjects also exhibited an increased inversion effect.558

Previous studies have suggested that inversion disrupts the processing of the559

global form of the walker (Pavlova and Sokolov, 2000; Sumi, 1984; Troje and560

Westhoff, 2006). The increased inversion effect for older subjects in the cur-561

rent experiments is an interesting phenomenon that has not been observed562

previously. In face recognition it has been shown that older and younger sub-563

jects exhibit similar inversion effects (Boutet and Faubert, 2006). Therefore,564

it seems especially intriguing that older subjects exhibit such a tremendously565

increased inversion effect for point-light walkers. As stated above, one rea-566

son might be that older subjects are less able to use the motion information567

available in the stimulus and are less able to integrate the motion and form568

information into a single percept. But in addition to a difference in processing569

global form and local motion information, also the level of experience might570

play a role. A hypothesis that has been put forward in the context of face571

inversion is that inversion effects are not necessarily due to qualitative pro-572

cessing differences between upright and inverted stimuli but rather due to the573

processing efficiency based on the experience we have with a certain stimulus574

(Sekuler et al., 2004; Gaspar et al., 2008b). Because we are less experienced575

with inverted stimuli, we might simply be less able to use the information that576

is available to us in inverted stimuli. Recent studies have shown that inversion577

effects can, in fact, increase with experience (Husk et al., 2007; Hussain et al.,578

2009). So it is reasonable to expect that such experience-dependent effects579
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might increase with age. In this context, older subjects might simply be less580

efficient at extracting relevant information for direction discrimination from581

inverted walkers, because less high-level information is available to compensate582

the loss in the lower-level visual areas for motion processing.583

Taken together, the results from the two Experiments presented in the current584

paper suggest that older subjects have difficulties extracting relevant informa-585

tion from noisy displays. These results might have important implications for586

older subjects’ every day lives also in more behaviourally relevant situations587

when searching for objects or people in cluttered environments, for example588

when searching for a certain product in the supermarket or finding a friend589

in a crowd of people. In addition, although both older and younger subjects590

seem to rely more on the global form than local motion information when591

discriminating point-light walkers, this effect seems to be more pronounced in592

older subjects. Older subjects seem to have difficulties integrating local motion593

and global form information as efficiently as younger subjects, which might be594

due to a deficiency in processing low-level motion in which case higher-level595

visual mechanisms seem to be able to compensate, at least partially, for loss596

in primary visual functions. Future research needs to investigate and identify597

those mechanisms in further detail.598
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